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This paper has been prepared for the RTA Local Government Liaison 
Committee (LGLC) as part of the process of improving the partnership 
and communication between RTA and councils and making funding 
arrangements more transparent. 

Introduction

It informs councils about the level of funding assistance for Regional Roads for 2010/2011, describes how the 
distribution of funds is determined and gives details of each council’s Block grant. It also summarises councils’ 
reported expenditure and road outputs on Regional Roads in 2008/09.

the Rta local government liaison Committee is the peak body for communication and cooperation between 
Rta and local government in regard to roads and traffic management.

membership from the Rta comprises the Rta Chief executive who chairs the meetings, the director, 
Regulatory services, the director, network services, the director, Centre for Road safety, and the 
director, Infrastructure services. 

local government representatives are the local government association of nsW President, shires association 
of nsW President, a representative of the associations’ economic Committee and the secretary general of the 
local government and shires associations of nsW.

Richard Connors

local government and shires 
associations of nsW

P 02 9242 4073

Steve Baker

Roads and traffic authority 
of nsW

P 02 8588 5643

Contacts
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1. What are Regional Roads?

Regional Roads are a category of council controlled road 
agreed with the Rta for road administration purposes.

Regional Roads perform an intermediate function 
between the main arterial network of Rta controlled 
state Roads and the network of local access and 
circulation roads controlled by councils.

Regional Roads support the state Roads by connecting 
smaller towns with the state network and with each 
other in rural areas and by providing sub arterial 
connections in urban areas.

In recognition of their role as routes of secondary 
importance throughout the state, Regional Roads 
are eligible to receive financial assistance from the 
state government.

Included as Regional Roads are roads classified under 
the Roads act 1993 as secondary Roads, and the less 
significant main Roads plus many roads not classified 
under the Roads act.

2.   What are the respective roles 
of the RTA and councils on 
Regional Roads?

Councils are the roads authority under the Roads act 
for the roads identified as Regional Roads. It is the 
responsibility of councils to fund, determine priorities 
and carry out works on Regional Roads, and to capitalise 
them as council assets. Regional Roads are eligible 
for funding assistance from the state government in 
recognition of their relative importance. 

the Rta is responsible for distributing this funding 
assistance through the process agreed with 
local government.

this requires the distribution of the bulk of the funding 
assistance on a formula basis and the remainder via 
a bid process for grants to undertake specific works.  
the Rta supports a Regional Council Consultative 
Committee (RCC) process that identifies the specific 
works priorities.

about Regional Road funding

Timber Bridge Partnership –  Rimmers Bridge over 
Adelaide River on Main Road 280 in Tumut Shire.
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3.   What is the Government’s funding 
commitment for 2010/11?

When the state government and local government 
and shires associations agreed to the introduction of 
the state and Regional Roads classification system, the 
government made a commitment to at least maintain 
the level of funding assistance provided to councils to 
help them manage and maintain their Regional Roads.

the commitment was to provide an identified funding 
pool to be distributed between two ongoing programs 
– the Regional Roads Block grant Program and the 
RePaIR Program.

In addition, in 2006/07, the government introduced a 
fixed term Regional Road timber Bridge Partnership 
Program worth $60 million, to assist councils to replace 
their timber bridges on Regional Roads.  all funds are 
required to be spent by 30 June 2011.

4.  What is the Regional Road 
Block Grant Program?

Councils do not have to apply for the Block grant. 
each council has an entitlement to receive a Block 
grant, subject to it signing a Block grant agreement. 
the Block grant comprises three components:

• a roads component to be spent on roadworks on 
Regional Roads.

• a supplementary component to be also spent on 
roadworks on Regional Roads.

• a traffic facilities component which may be spent 
on works on Regional Roads and traffic facility 
works on both Regional and local Roads. 

5.  How is Regional Roads 
funding determined?

the Block grant is determined by long standing 
formulae agreed with local government.

the formula for the roads component for rural councils 
(those councils outside the Rta’s sydney Region) takes 
account of Regional Road length, traffic usage and 
length of timber bridges. For sydney Region councils, 
the formula takes account of Regional Road length, 
traffic usage, and heavy vehicle usage (see page 11).

the supplementary component is a fixed amount 
per council that reflects the level of funding each council 
received previously under the now defunct 3X3 Program.

the traffic facilities component takes account of each 
council’s traffic facility inventory, maintenance frequency 
and replacement frequency, road type and council type 
(see page 11). 

Timber Bridge Partnership –   
Rimmers Bridge over Adelong River on 
Main Road 280 in Tumut Shire.
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6. What is the Block Grant Agreement?

to receive their grants, councils enter into a 
Block grant agreement with the Rta each year.  
the Block grant system recognises councils as the 
roads authority with responsibility for Regional Roads 
and acknowledges the capacity and accountability 
of councils to make appropriate road management 
decisions. the agreement is designed to minimise 
unnecessary administrative burdens on both councils 
and the Rta and so ensure that available funds 
contributed by the state government are spent on the 
roads rather than unproductive administration.

the agreement lists the eligible Regional Roads in 
council’s area and sets out the amount of the grant and 
the conditions governing the grant.

Councils must certify that the “expenditure reported” 
has been actually and bona fide incurred, the 
expenditure relates solely to works covered by the 
agreement and that the work has been executed 
in accordance with appropriate prevailing standards 
and conforms with sound engineering practice 
and legislation.

the agreement requires councils to submit a report to 
the Rta by 30 september each year covering the prior 
financial year.

the report is to show all expenditure on 
Regional Roads, from all council sources, and quantify 
the work outputs achieved.

Councils are also required to provide updated 
Regional Road inventory information.  this information 
is then used to assist in reporting and determining the 
formula distribution of Block grants.

the agreement provides that payment of Regional Road 
Block grants in 2010/11 is conditional on councils 
providing the required reports for the 2009/10 year.

the Rta will withhold Block grant payments if the 
required reports are not submitted.

7. How does the REPAIR Program work?

the RePaIR (REPair And Improvement of 
Regional Roads) Program provides funds additional to the 
Block grants, to assist councils to undertake larger works 
of rehabilitation and development on Regional Roads to 
minimise the long term maintenance costs of these roads 
commensurate with their function and usage.

the program provides for a state government 
contribution of 50% of the project cost with projects 
selected on a merit basis across each Rta Region by a 
Council Consultative Committee process facilitated by 
the Rta.  these committees have the flexibility to be 
able to respond to regional needs by setting specific 
criteria for selecting projects within their areas. 

the committees may establish sub pools to target 
specific strategies such as rehabilitation, initial sealing or 
capacity enhancement development. Committees may 
also agree to specific limits on the amount of funds that 
any one council may receive each year under these 
sub pools to reflect the differing sizes and financial 
capacities of councils.

the Program is aimed at works that contribute 
primarily to minimising future and ongoing expenditure 
needed to keep the road at a satisfactory standard, and 
which provide overall benefits to the community that 
exceed the cost of the work.  the RePaIR Program 
targets the following types of work in order of priority:

Rural areas Urban areas

1  Pavement  
rehabilitation

2  sealing shoulders/ 
widening

3  Bridge repairs and 
replacement

4  Provision of initial seals 
that contribute to 
minimising long term 
maintenance costs

1  Pavement rehabilitation  
and travel lanes

2  Bridge repairs and 
replacement

3  development of  
travel lanes
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8. What is the Government’s Regional 
Road funding contribution for 
2010/2011?

the state government has budgeted to provide an 
amount of $160 million in Regional Roads assistance 
grants to councils in 2010/11 under the Block grant 
and RePaIR Programs (table 1).

the government has increased Block grants for 
Regional Roads in the 2010/2011 state Budget to 
$132.9 million.  this is up from $130.3 million in 2009/2010. 
the amount includes the supplementary grants totalling 
$15 million to maintain an equivalent level of funding to 
that provided under the former 3X3 Program.

RePaIR grants have been increased to $27.1 million, 
bringing the total Block grants and RePaIR Program 
funding to $160 million.  this delivers on the 
government’s commitment to continue to assist 
local governments to maintain their Regional Roads.

the component amounts in the Block grant Program 
are shown in table 2. 

the 2010/11 Block grant funding also includes safety 
net provisions associated with implementation of the 
Road Classification Review in 2009/10. 

Table 1 – Regional Roads funding assistance

2009/2010 
$M

2010/2011 
$M

Block grants  130.3  132.9

RePaIR Program  26.5  27.1

Total  156.8  160

Table 2 – Block Grant components assistance

2009/2010 2010/2011

Roads Component  95.9  98.0

supplementary Component  15.0  15.0

traffic Facilities Component  19.4  19.9

Total Block Grant  130.3  132.9

9. What is the trend in RTA 
funding assistance?

the graph below shows the trend in Block grants 
and the RePaIR Program since 1993/94. the jump in 
2000 reflects the increased funding when the former 
3X3 Funding Program was discontinued. 

Regional Road Block and REPAIR grants
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Timber Bridge Partnership –  Louisa Creek Bridge  
on Main Road in Mid Western Regional LGA.

Timber Bridge Partnership –  Louisa Creek Bridge on 
Main Road 216 in Mid Western Regional LGA.
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10. What other funds are available to 
councils to spend on Regional Roads?

In additional to funds from the state government, 
councils have access to other funds to spend on their 
Regional Roads.

Councils may use their own funds from council rates 
and developer contributions.

the Federal government also provides funding assistance 
to councils which may be applied to roads according to 
councils’ priorities.  the Federal government’s budget for 
2010/11 provides for $283.6 million to nsW councils 
which is available for roads. 

this comprises $185 million in identified road funds paid 
as part of the Federal Financial assistance grants plus 
$98.6 million under the Roads to Recovery Program. 

11. What is the impact of the NSW  
road classification review?

the minister for transport announced the outcomes 
of the nsW Road Classification in may 2009 and 
changes in road classification were implemented from 
1 July 2009.  the system of state, Regional and local 
Road classification in nsW is an important management 
tool that provides a framework for the allocation of road 
management responsibilities and funding. 

the review aimed to ensure the roads were 
appropriately classified as state or Regional state to 
reflect current function and importance.

the government announced it would provide 
$10.5 million over three years to support the 
implementation of road reclassifications across the 
state including a transitional safety net arrangement. 
after three years, extra funding of $3.5 million per year 
would be included in the annual Regional Road funding 
program for the ongoing benefit of every council 
across the state. 

Councils with a net loss of Regional Roads reclassified 
to local Roads benefit from the three year safety 
net.  this provides for the roads component of their 
Block grant to be maintained in 2009/10 and then 
reduce by one third each year over the following 
three years to their level of grant entitlement based on 
the reclassified road network. 

Block grants for 2010/11 take into account the 
first year’s phase out of the safety net.  the reduction 
in grant for the affected councils is equal to one third 
of the difference between a council’s 2008/09 grant 
(pre classification review) and council’s 2010/11 
entitlement based on the reclassified network. 

Timber Bridge Partnership –  
Pian Creek Bridge on  
Main Road 329 in Walgett Shire.
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How does the safety net work? 

to enable councils to plan ahead to take account of 
the phase out of the safety net, an example of how the 
phase out will operate is shown below. 

the example assumes a council was entitled to a grant 
of $300,000 in 2008/09. 

In 2009/10, the road classification review was 
implemented and the council has a reduction in 
Regional Road length. Its Block grant formula 
entitlement is $200,000, a reduction of $100,000 from 
the previous year. under the safety net arrangement, 
the council receives a safety net amount equal 
to100% of the $100,000, making a total grant of $300,000. 

In 2010/11, council’s entitlement is $203,000 which is 
$97,000 less than its 2008/09 grant. Council receives 
a safety net payment of 67% of the $97,000, making a 
total grant of $268,000.

In 2011/12, council’s entitlement is $206,000 which is 
$94,000 less than its 2008/09 grant. Council receives 
a safety net amount of 33% of $94,000 making a total 
grant of $238,000.

By 2012/13, the safety net reduces to 0% and council’s 
entitlement grant is $209,000. 

note that this example assumes a slight annual increase 
in the total funds available for distribution and assumes 
there is no change in relativities between councils due to 
changes in the data used in the Regional Road formula.

note that once the safety net has expired, the 
$3.5 million that has funded the safety net will be added 
to the Block grant distribution across all councils.

Councils that gained additional Regional Road length as 
a result of road reclassifications benefitted immediately 
in 2009/10 with an increase in Block grant in line with 
their additional length of Regional Road.

Year
08/09 
$’000

09/10 
$’000

10/11 
$’000

11/12 
$’000

12/130 
$’000

13/14 
$’000

Safety net period

A Block grant entitlement in 2008/09 
(pre reclassifications – safety net level)

300 300 300 300 300

B Formula entitlement* 300 200 203 206 209 212

C safety net (a minus B) amount 100  97  94  91

D Reduction in safety net (C) by one 
third per year commencing 2010/11

 -  -32  -62  -91

Block Grant payable (B+D) 300 300 268 238 209 212

* Councils formula entitlement will increase each year as the pool of funds is indexed, other things being equal.

Timber Bridge Partnership –   
Old Gap Road Bridge over Werris Creek on 

Main Road 579 in Liverpool Plains Shire.
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12. What other road and traffic funding 
does the State Government  
provide to councils?

the state government through the Rta provides 
range of other funding assistance programs to 
councils in addition the Regional Road Programs. 
these additional programs recognise the important 
role that councils play in providing roadworks on 
Regional Roads and providing works and services for 
road safety and traffic efficiency on both on Regional 
and local Roads.  the 2010/11 state Budget includes:

• $1.983 million for several grants for specific priority 
road works on Regional Roads.

• $38.282 million for a range of grants across 
several smaller programs covering installation and 
maintenance of traffic management devices such as 
signs and markings, street lighting costs on major traffic 
routes, council employment of Road safety officers, 
council operation of programs to check vehicle 
weights of loads, measures to address road safety 
blackspots on council roads and provide pedestrian 
amenity and safety facilities, maintenance of public 
transport bus routes in the greater metropolitan 
area and provision of new bicycle path facilities.  the 
amount this year also includes an indicative $8 million 
for road safety works on council roads as part of the 
government’s new Road toll Response Package which 
will provide $170 million over five years to improve 
road safety and reduce fatalities.

the Rta also engages around 83 non metropolitan 
councils under road maintenance council contracts to 
undertake specific maintenance activity on the Rta 
controlled state Road network.

the expected value of payments to councils under these 
contract arrangements exceeds $140 million for 2010/11.

When all these programs are considered, the total 
amount of state government funds expected to flow 
to local councils via the Rta in 2010/11 is in excess of 
$348.9 million.

not included in the above total is funding assistance for 
natural disaster restoration.  the government through 
the Rta contributes to councils’ costs of restoring, to 
pre existing standards, their Regional and local Roads 
damaged in declared natural disasters. In 2009/10 
the Rta provided over $67 million to councils for 
such restoration works on Regional and local Roads. 
For 2010/11, estimated funding requirements for works 
yet to complete exceeds $73 million.

Table 3 – Summary of State funds to councils 
budgeted for 2010/11

Regional Roads Block grant and 
RePaIR Programs

$160m

timber Bridge Partnership $8.6m

special Regional Road grants $2m

other mainly road safety and traffic 
management assistance

$38.3m

Payments to undertake works on state Roads  
for the Rta

$140m

Total (excluding natural disaster restoration)* $348.9

Timber Bridge Partnership –   
New Gap Road Bridge over Werris Creek on 

Main Road 579 in Liverpool Plains Shire.
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13. What are the outcomes of the 
Regional Roads Timber Bridge 
Partnership Program?

the Regional Road timber Bridge Partnership is providing 
councils with funding of $60 million over five years from 
2006/07 to 2010/11 on a dollar for dollar basis to assist 
councils replace their worn out timber bridges.

When the program was announced in 2006 there 
were around 285 council controlled timber bridges on 
Regional Roads across 61 councils.

this partnership between state and local government 
provides an opportunity to collaborate in an important 
area of infrastructure renewal and has encouraged 
councils to work together to achieve economies of 
scale through packaging of works.

the number of bridges approved for replacement is 
171 with 103 completed as at the end of June 2010.

Want more information 
on RTA’s:

• Funding Programs for councils

• Road classification 

• Technical guidelines

• RTA Regional contacts?

Visit the RTA’s Local 
Government relations web 
page at: 

http://www.rta.nsw.gov.au/
doingbusinesswithus/lgr/index.html

Timber Bridge Partnership –   
Purcells Bridge over Adelong Creek on Main Road 280 Tumut Shire.
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How does the roads component Block Grant formula work?

Sydney councils 

a council’s formula amount is based on its share of lane kilometres, travel, and heavy vehicle travel.  the formula is weighted 40% to lane kilometres, 30% to travel 
and 30% to heavy vehicle travel.

sImPlIFIed CalCulatIon

a council’s formula amount can be approximated using the following simplified formula.

amount = (0.897 * lane km) + (137 * travel) + (2014 * Heavy vehicle travel) 

Where travel is measured in million vehicle kilometres per annum (mvkt), and 0.897, 137 and 2014 are constants across all councils for the year and relate to the size of 
the funding pool each year.

Rural councils

a council’s formula amount is based on its share of road length where the length of each Regional Road is multiplied by a traffic factor, plus the length of timber 
bridges multiplied by a factor of 0.36 to scale bridge length.  the traffic factor for each road is the average daily traffic raised to an exponential power of 0.35.

sImPlIFIed CalCulatIon

a council’s formula amount can be approximated using the following simplified formula:

amount = 1000 * (sum of (length of each road * traffic 0.35* 0.6403) + (0.36* length of timber bridges))

Where timber bridge length is measured in metres and 0.6403 is a constant across all councils for the year and relates to the size of the funding pool, and 1000 is a 
constant to express result of the calculation in thousands of dollars. 

How does the traffic facilities Block Grant formula work?
a council’s formula amount is based on the maintenance frequency and unit replacement cost of its inventory of traffic facilities by road type.  an annual 
maintenance cost is calculated per kilometre for each road type for each of the councils based on the representative inventory.  these maintenance rates are 
multiplied by a factor of 0.8 and also incorporate the CPI increase each year.

sImPlIFIed CalCulatIon

a council’s grant can be approximated by:

1. selecting the council grouping applicable to council from the table below.

2. multiplying council’s length of road for each road type by the rates for the relevant council grouping.

3. summing the resulting multiples to obtain council’s grant.

Table of traffic facility maintenance costs by road type and council grouping*

Rural councils

Council grouping* Rural
Urban 

URM, URS, URL
Urban 

URV

Road Type                              Maintenance cost ($) / road type / kilometres / year

local Road urban sealed 194.60 239.8 396.00

local Road non-urban sealed 40.60 121.90 247.00

local Road non-urban unsealed 8.60 7.50 32.00

Regional Road urban sealed 217.80 1,034.40 1,782.00

Regional Road non-urban sealed 118.30 374.70 1,023.00

Regional Road non-urban unsealed 14.00 19.10 32.00

Sydney councils and Wyong, Gosford and Wollondilly councils

Council grouping* UCC UDL UDM UDS UDV
UFL UFV  
UFM UFS

Road type                              Maintenance cost ($) / road type / kilometres / year
local Road urban sealed 1,957 618 810 582 592 383
local Road non-urban sealed     886 245
local Road non-urban unsealed     151 65
Regional Road urban sealed 6,156 1,817 1,751 1,026 854 2,013
Regional Road non-urban sealed     1,062 692
Regional Road non-urban unseal      129

the Block grant formulae

* Council grouping is based on the Australian classification of Local Governments (see page 24).
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Council reporting 

14. What was councils’ expenditure on 
Regional Roads in 2008/09?

the 152 local councils in nsW reported an estimated 
expenditure of $268.3m on Regional Roads in 2008/09.  
this is an 11.6 % increase over the $240.5m reported 
in 2007/08.

the expenditure by general work type categories in 
2008/09 was: 

General type 
of work

$’000 
2008/09

% 
2008/09

$’000 
2007/08

% 
2007/08

Road 
maintenance*

122,249 45.6 112,184 46.9

Road 
improvement**

81,398 30.3 77,995 32.4

Bridge works 40,720 15.2 29,764 12.4

safety and traffic 
works

20,258 7.6 16,095 6.7

other 3,671 1.3 3.954 1.6

Total 
expenditure

268,296 100 240,513 100

*   Road maintenance – whole of life maintenance expenditure 
including routine, resealing and rehabilitation.

**  Road improvement – widening, reconstruction, realignment and 
initial sealing.

General type of work across 2008/09

Bridge works  15.2%

Safety and traf�c works  7.6%

Other  1.3%

Road maintenance   45.6%

Road improvement  30.3%

15. What is the trend in total 
expenditure on Regional Roads as 
reported by councils?

the trend in total expenditure on Regional Roads as 
reported by councils is shown below:

Total expenditure on Regional Roads
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16. What is the trend in council 
expenditure by work type?

the trend in expenditure by general work type is 
shown below:

Expenditure on Regional Roads by work type
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17. What was the source of funding for 
councils’ expenditure on Regional 
Roads in 2008/09?

the funding assistance provided by the Rta accounted 
for over 63% of the total funds expended by councils on 
Regional Roads. 133 councils (87%) added to the Rta’s 
funding assistance by investing funds from other non-Rta 
sources. 19 councils (13%) chose to rely only on the 
Rta’s assistance to invest in their Regional Roads.

Councils reported their sources of funds as follows:

General type of work
2008/09 

$’000
%

Rta funds 170,727 63.6

Councils’ own funds 46,409 17.3

Federal funds 45,365 16.9

other sources 5,795 2.2

Total expenditure 268,296 100

General type of work across 2008/09

Councils’ own funds  17.3%

Federal funds  16.9%

Other sources  2.2%

RTA funds  63.6%

18. What is the trend in the source of 
funding for councils’ expenditure on 
Regional Roads?

the graph below shows the amounts from each of the 
four main sources of funds for councils’ expenditure on 
Regional Roads.

Expenditure on Regional Roads by source of funds
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Timber Bridge Partnership –   
Approaches to new Oakey Creek Bridge ready to 
seal on Main Road 622 in Tenterfield Shire. 
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19 What works did councils 
accomplish in 2008/09 ?

the following indicators are based on preliminary 
analysis of councils’ reporting for 2008/09. 

the main work types by council expenditure were 
bridge works, reconstruction/realignment and pavement 
rehabilitation which each accounted for over 14.5% of 
total expenditure.

Work Type $,000 %

Bridge works 39,868 14.9

Reconstruction/realignment 39,505 14.7

Pavement rehabilitation 39,202 14.6

Pavement maintenance 36,565 13.6

Initial sealing 36,327 13.5

Pavement resurfacing 22,958 8.6

safety and traffic works 19,834 7.4

Roadside maintenance 17,079 6.4

natural disaster restoration 5,618 2.1

Resheeting gravel roads 3,885 1.4

Road widening/shoulder sealing 3,861 1.4

other 3,594 1.4

Total $268,296 100

Work type by council expenditure for 2008/09

Pavement rehabilitation  14.6%

Pavement maintenance  13.6%

Initial sealing  13.5%

Pavement resurfacing  8.6%

Safety and traf�c works  7.4%

Roadside maintenance  6.4%

Natural disaster restoration  2.1%

Road widening/
shoulder sealing  1.4%

Resheeting gravel roads  1.4%

Other  1.4%

Bridge works   14.9%

Reconstruction/
realignment 14.7%

Pavement maintenance

Includes expenditure on minor activities to maintain 
the traffic pavement and shoulders of the road in a 
safe and trafficable condition, including maintenance of 
associated structures, and includes pot hole patching, 
crack sealing and heavy patching.

length maintained 18,490 km 

expenditure $36,565,000

expenditure per kilometre $1,978/km

Roadside maintenance 

Includes expenditure on maintenance of the road 
corridor, excluding the pavement and associated 
structures. It includes control of pests and noxious 
weeds within the road reserve, control of vegetation 
and mowing, landscaping, fire hazard control, litter 
control plus shoulder grading and drainage cleaning.

length maintained 18,490 km

expenditure $17,079,000

expenditure per kilometre $924/km

Pavement rehabilitation

Includes expenditure on pavement and shoulder 
restoration and replacement (including resurfacing). 
(note: pavement rehabilitation may include 
shoulder widening). 

length rehabilitated 180 km

% of sealed network 1.2 %

expenditure $39,202,000

expenditure per kilometre $218,000/km
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Pavement resurfacing (sealed roads)

Includes expenditure on periodic pavement 
maintenance of sealed roads – works to preserve 
pavements by correcting defects in surface integrity 
other than those treated by routine maintenance 
or rehabilitation and includes reseals (sprayed seals), 
asphalt resurfacing, pavement rejuvenation and 
micro surfacing. 

length resurfaced 495 km

% of sealed network 2.7 %

expenditure $22,958,000

expenditure per kilometre $46,362/km

Resheeting of gravel roads

Includes expenditure on periodic pavement resurfacing 
of unsealed roads – gravel resheeting.

length resheeted 604 km

% of unsealed network 15.7 %

expenditure $3,885,000

expenditure per kilometre $6,436/km

Reconstruction/realignment

Includes expenditure on reconstructing road on 
amended alignment or to increase traffic or load 
capacity, excluding construction of new approaches to 
new bridges. If undertaken as part of a project of initial 
sealing, the work is included under initial sealing.

length reconstructed 101 km

% of sealed network < 1 %

expenditure $39,505,000

expenditure per kilometre $391,800/km

Initial sealing of unsealed roads 

Includes expenditure to prepare (incl. deviation, 
widening and/or construction) to seal previously 
unsealed roads). 

length of initial seals 167 km

% of unsealed network 1.2%

expenditure $36,327,000

expenditure per kilometre $217,000/km

Road widening/shoulder sealing

Includes expenditure on widening formation, and 
sealing existing shoulders. If undertaken as part 
of construction and realignment works, the work 
is included under construction and realignment. 
If undertaken as part of initial sealing, the work is 
included under initial sealing. 

length 49 km

% network widened < 1 %

expenditure $3,861,000

expenditure per kilometre $78,400/km

Creamery Gully and Meakers Gully Bridges 
on Main Road 272 Bega Valley Shire.
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Aggregated improvement works

Includes the aggregation of all improvement type 
road works (that is, reconstruction, realignment and 
resurfacing of sealed roads, rehabilitation, widening and 
initial sealing).

total length improved 944 km

% of total network improved 6.5 %

expenditure $137,993,000

% of total expenditure 51.4 %

expenditure per km $146,300/km

Bridge works

Councils reported expenditure of $39,868,000 
on bridge works across the following three 
reporting categories:

Bridge 
maintenance

$2,022,000 (Includes expenditure 
on bridge maintenance, 
inspections, and painting 
other than expenditure on 
new bridge construction).

Bridge  
restoration

$32,460,000 (Includes expenditure on 
new bridges completed 
or under construction 
excluding cost of significant 
new approach roads).

approaches to 
new bridges

$5,385,000 (Includes expenditure on 
construction of significant 
new or replacement 
approach roads to 
new bridges).

Safety and traffic works

Council reported expenditure of $19,834,000 on 
safety and traffic works, which includes councils’ 
reported total expenditure on maintaining and 
improving safety and traffic works such as line marking, 
signage, traffic facilities, guardrail and cycle ways. this: 

• excludes works on intersections between state and 
Regional Roads. Includes works on intersections 
between Regional and local Roads.

• Includes construction of new facilities such as 
roundabouts, new guardrail, pedestrian refuges, 
traffic signals, bus bays. 

Councils also reported expenditure of: 

• $5,618,000 on repairing damage arising from natural 
disasters that was not included in other expenditure 
categories and 

• $3,594,000 on other works not allocated to the 
above categories.

Timber Bridge Partnership – 
Shaws Creek Bridge on  
Main Road 94 in Wakool Shire.

Timber Bridge Partnership – 
Flagstone Creek Bridge on  

Main Road 622 Tenterfield Shire.
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Road management in nsW provides for three categories of road: state, Regional and local. 

State Roads

• Comprise about 17,500 km of major arterial links throughout the state and within major urban areas.

• are the responsibility of the Rta to fund and determine priorities and are capitalised as an Rta asset.

• Include roads classified under the Roads act 1993 as Freeways, Highways and important main Roads.

• the Federal government provides some funding for a sub set of state Roads designated as part of the Federal national network.

• state Roads are maintained under contractual arrangements. the Rta introduced contractual arrangements for state Road maintenance by councils and 
Rta Road services in July 2000. 

• Rta Road services maintains about 50% of state Roads, councils about 45%. and private contractors about 5%.

• under the Roads act 1993, councils are the owners and the roads authority for state Roads other than freeways however, the act allows the Rta to exercise roads 
authority functions to the extent necessary for the functioning of a road as a state Road. Councils generally retain responsibility for the road reserve and footpaths. 

Regional Roads

• Comprise about 18,250 km of routes of secondary importance between state Roads and local Roads.

• are owned by councils and are the responsibility of councils to fund, determine priorities and carry out works, and are capitalised as council assets.

• Include roads classified under the Roads act 1993 as secondary Roads and the less significant main Roads plus other roads not classified under the Roads act but 
identified as Regional Roads by agreement between the Rta and councils.

• are eligible for funding assistance from the state government in recognition of their relative importance.  this funding assistance comprises an identified funding 
pool comprising the Block grant Program and the RePaIR Program.

• each council receives a formula based Block grant for use according to its priorities. the formula takes into account road length and traffic usage and, in the 
country, length of timber bridges.  the grant also includes a formula determined component towards the provision of traffic facilities on both Regional and 
local Roads.

• the Block grant payment includes a supplementary component which provides an equivalent level of funding to that which each council received under the 
former 3X3 Council determined Program. Councils apply these funds to Regional Roads according to their priorities. 

• Councils can access a 50% contribution for specific works under the RePaIR Program. Projects are prioritised by regionally based consultative committees of 
local councils.

• the timber Bridge Partnership is a five year program providing a 50% contribution towards councils’ cost of replacing or upgrading their timber bridges on 
Regional Roads.  the program finishes in June 2011.

Local Roads

• Comprise the remaining 145,000 km of council controlled roads which provide for local circulation and access.

• are owned by councils and are the responsibility of councils to fund, determine priorities and carry out works.  the state government provides only limited 
assistance under special programs eg urban bus routes.  they are capitalised as council assets.

• the Federal government has a long standing role in providing road funds to councils. It provides annual financial assistance grants to that include a significant 
identified roads component. In 2000, the Federal government introduced the Roads to Recovery Program to provide additional funding to councils. 
Councils have discretion to use their Federal funds for works on any category of road. 

The State Government provides additional funding to councils including:

• Road safety and traffic management – specific grants for safety and traffic works on Regional and local Roads. Where projects are initiated by councils, 
including development and implementation of council bicycle plans, funding is available on a dollar for dollar basis. Projects initiated by the state 
are funded 100%.

• Traffic route lighting subsidy scheme – subsidises councils for providing street lighting to a higher than normal level on important traffic routes.

• Natural disasters – funding to restore to pre existing condition, Regional and local Roads damaged in declared natural disasters.

The RTA is also responsible for:

• 170 state asset bridges and ferries on Regional and local Roads. these assets historically have been managed by the state in view of their significance, and

• about 2,900 km of Regional and local Roads in the unincorporated area of nsW where there is no council. 

there are other public roads, and private roads to which the public has access in nsW which are the responsibility of agencies other than councils and the Rta.  
these include crown roads (responsibility of the minister for lands), and roads managed by state Forests, national Parks and Wildlife service and sydney Harbour 
Foreshore authority.

overview of nsW Road 
management arrangements
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Schedule 1 – Regional Roads Block Grants 2010/11

Council ACLG Code km Length
Total  
$’000

Roads 
$’000

Supplementary 
$’000

Traffic facilities 
$’000

albury uRm 16 421 251 73 97

armidale-dumaresq uRs 36 559 371 102 86

ashfield udm 7 158 50 26 82

auburn udm 21 339 100 41 198

Ballina uRm 37 699 515 77 107

Balranald Ram 256 1022 898 89 35

Bankstown udv 54 824 350 116 358

Bathurst Regional uRm 49 584 299 165 120

Bega valley uRm 253 2070 1754 158 158

Bellingen Rav 28 384 297 54 33

Berrigan Ral 108 846 703 81 62

Blacktown udv 90 1414 505 197 712

Bland Ral 148 907 635 198 74

Blayney Ral 46 281 196 54 31

Blue mountains uFl 20 334 47 102 185

Bogan Ram 243 792 659 97 36

Bombala Ram 121 675 587 63 25

Boorowa Ram 113 634 555 47 32

Botany Bay udm 7 157 51 23 83

Bourke Ram 572 1710 1530 144 36

Brewarrina Ram 274 1005 884 92 29

Broken Hill uRs 19 271 166 43 62

Burwood udm 4 106 34 21 51

Byron uRm 35 729 565 74 90

Cabonne Rav 210 1337 1128 140 69

Camden uFm 17 261 100 39 122

Campbelltown uFv 44 684 272 125 287

Canada Bay udm 23 308 96 42 170

Canterbury udv 31 468 172 81 215

Carrathool Ram 314 1286 1078 151 57

Central darling Rtm 790 2263 2082 137 44

Cessnock uRm 91 1157 879 117 161

Clarence valley uRm 381 3184 2562 307 315

Cobar Rtl 620 1471 1287 134 50

Coffs Harbour uRm 68 988 712 131 145

Conargo Ras 181 977 836 91 50

Coolamon Ram 146 954 844 75 35

Cooma-monaro Ral 75 433 319 80 34

Coonamble Ram 255 1106 956 100 50

Cootamundra Ral 41 352 271 49 32
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Council ACLG Code km Length
Total  
$’000

Roads 
$’000

Supplementary 
$’000

Traffic facilities 
$’000

Corowa Rav 62 397 271 72 54

Cowra Rav 61 450 289 108 53

deniliquin uRs 15 161 97 21 43

dubbo uRm 63 628 375 123 130

dungog Ral 124 1023 918 67 38

eurobodalla uRm 58 828 601 102 125

Fairfield udv 71 999 446 137 416

Forbes Rav 123 902 692 137 73

gilgandra Ram 62 333 217 85 31

glen Innes severn uRs 66 439 287 96 56

gloucester Ram 106 896 805 65 26

gosford uFv 161 2371 1715 191 465

goulburn mulwaree uRm 44 436 280 53 103

great lakes uRm 140 1645 1385 90 170

greater Hume Rav 283 1854 1574 162 118

greater taree uRm 102 1395 1081 168 146

griffith uRs 33 413 220 99 94

gundagai Ram 61 374 291 52 31

gunnedah Rav 89 477 342 88 47

guyra Ram 123 712 606 65 41

gwydir Ral 262 1367 1130 175 62

Harden Ram 79 563 465 55 43

Hawkesbury uFm 135 771 367 128 276

Hay Ram 156 651 523 95 33

Hills uFv 111 905 446 118 341

Holroyd udl 25 475 183 62 230

Hornsby uFv 39 539 166 117 256

Hunters Hill uds 4 77 24 15 38

Hurstville udl 17 340 90 46 204

Inverell Rav 391 2250 1990 160 100

Jerilderie Ras 99 588 488 66 34

Junee Ral 48 361 262 60 39

Kempsey uRs 115 1394 1133 122 139

Kiama uRs 41 534 452 32 50

Kogarah udm 11 252 78 36 138

Ku-ring-gai udl 39 590 203 82 305

Kyogle Ral 122 910 744 118 48

lachlan Ral 637 2658 2307 231 120

lake macquarie uRv 38 1251 561 181 509

lane Cove udm 9 169 60 22 87

Schedule 1 – Regional Roads Block Grants 2010/11 (continued)
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Council ACLG Code km Length
Total  
$’000

Roads 
$’000

Supplementary 
$’000

Traffic facilities 
$’000

leeton Rav 25 262 163 62 37

leichhardt udm 12 268 67 33 168

lismore uRm 118 1495 1179 136 180

lithgow uRs 23 436 249 99 88

liverpool uFv 35 565 186 100 279

liverpool Plains Ral 195 1442 1214 167 61

lockhart Ram 123 887 727 101 59

maitland uRm 20 479 286 72 121

manly udm 5 126 13 25 88

marrickville udl 23 388 187 48 153

mid-Western Regional uRs 334 2082 1763 224 95

moree Plains Rav 234 1356 1058 212 86

mosman uds 6 95 24 19 52

murray Ral 119 772 636 94 42

murrumbidgee Ram 21 136 75 43 18

muswellbrook Rav 40 283 177 69 37

nambucca Rav 37 515 380 99 36

narrabri Rav 170 1018 797 163 58

narrandera Ral 76 472 319 107 46

narromine Ral 191 955 794 96 65

newcastle uRv 44 1327 818 130 379

north sydney udm 10 345 77 34 234

oberon Ral 104 726 616 76 34

orange uRm 32 455 295 66 94

Palerang Rav 227 1296 1146 103 47

Parkes Rav 233 1123 908 144 71

Parramatta udv 32 680 243 110 327

Penrith uFv 67 986 427 156 403

Pittwater udm 13 290 50 46 194

Port macquarie Hastings uRm 81 1267 924 162 181

Port stephens uRm 56 826 609 100 117

Queanbeyan uRm 21 317 208 56 53

Randwick udv 26 449 155 72 222

Richmond valley uRs 68 759 544 108 107

Rockdale udl 20 352 101 57 194

Ryde udl 10 341 67 67 207

shellharbour uRm 4 181 64 41 76

shoalhaven uRl 151 1914 1456 199 259

singleton uRs 83 906 710 78 118

snowy River Ral 128 658 555 65 38

Schedule 1 – Regional Roads Block Grants 2010/11 (continued)
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Council ACLG Code km Length
Total  
$’000

Roads 
$’000

Supplementary 
$’000

Traffic facilities 
$’000

strathfield uds 11 150 71 19 60

sutherland udv 21 799 187 147 465

sydney uCC 30 1055 318 74 663

tamworth Regional uRm 245 1983 1493 220 270

temora Ral 92 588 461 85 42

tenterfield Ral 236 1301 1125 120 56

tumbarumba Ram 117 567 483 54 30

tumut Rav 49 456 349 67 40

tweed uRl 148 2041 1650 152 239

upper Hunter Rav 174 1074 886 126 62

upper lachlan Ral 253 1401 1217 123 61

uralla Ral 141 847 734 76 37

urana Ras 218 1066 958 61 47

Wagga Wagga uRm 169 1610 1139 199 272

Wakool Ram 290 1705 1509 138 58

Walcha Ram 110 626 532 69 25

Walgett Ral 563 2067 1871 145 51

Warren Ram 359 1308 1174 76 58

Warringah udv 26 588 165 97 326

Warrumbungle Rav 386 2307 2037 169 101

Waverley udm 12 216 77 32 107

Weddin Ram 122 660 549 68 43

Wellington Ral 180 1049 904 89 56

Wentworth Ral 368 1327 1139 137 51

Willoughby udm 12 280 94 41 145

Wingecarribee uRm 133 1091 816 107 168

Wollondilly uFm 126 1651 1319 87 245

Wollongong uRv 44 1207 635 160 412

Woollahra udm 6 183 28 34 121

Wyong uFv 19 739 299 151 289

Yass Rav 173 1021 860 114 47

Young Rav 112 875 739 86 50

audit signs & markings 69 69

mtce of 50km/h signs 30 30

Balance Reclass. Provision 2194 2194

STATE  TOTAL 18,231 132,889 98,039 15,000 19,850

Schedule 1 – Regional Roads Block Grants 2010/11 (continued)



Australian Classification of Local Governments Codes (ACLG):

Description Category Description Population

URBAN: LGA with a population of > 20,000 or pop density of 30 persons per sq km

urban Capital City uCC

urban metropolitan developed small

urban metropolitan developed medium

urban metropolitan developed large

urban metropolitan developed very large

uds

udm

udl

udv

Part of an urban centre of >1,000,000 people or 
population density of > 600 per sq km

up to 30,000

30,001 – 70,000

70,001 – 120,000

> 120,000

urban Fringe small

urban Fringe medium

urban Fringe large

urban Fringe very large

uFs

uFm

uFl

uFv

a developing lga on the margin of a developed or 
regional urban centre

up to 30,000

30,001 – 70,000

70,001 – 120,000

> 120,000

urban Regional town/City medium

urban Regional town/City large

urban Regional town/City very large

uRm

uRl

uRv

Part of an urban centre of < 1,000,000 people and 
predominately urban in nature

30,001 – 70,000

70,001 – 120,000

> 120,000

RURAL: LGA with a population of < 20,000 or pop density of < 30 persons per sq km and < 90% of LGA is urban

Rural significant growth Rsg Population growth > 3% pa and pop > 5,000 > 5,000

Rural agricultural small Ras up to 2,000

Rural agricultural medium Ram 2,001 – 5,000

Rural agricultural large Ral 5,001 – 10,000

Rural agricultural very large Rav 10,001 – 20,000

Rural Remote extra small RtX

situated in a remote locality

up to 400

Rural Remote small Rts 401 – 1,000

Rural Remote medium Rtm 1,001 – 3,000

Rural Remote large Rtl 3,001 – 20,000
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Timber Bridge Partnership – 
Old Gnouri Gnouri Creek Bridge on 
Main Road 507 in Moree Plains Shire. 


